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Fendi's  traveling VIP Happy Room

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

LVMH-owned Italian fashion house Fendi has designed a "Happy Room" with architect Cristina Celestino ahead of
next month's Design Miami.

After its unveiling in December, Fendi's Happy Room will serve as the brand's traveling VIP dressing room, a first
for the house, where it will host trunk shows and personal appointments. For the design of the Happy Room, Ms.
Celestino found inspiration from Fendi's house codes, ensuring that the project is a true representation of the brand.

Showroom to go 
Much more than a stark showroom, Fendi's Happy Room draws from signatures of the brand for a "50s-meets-Art-
Deco vibe." Fendi codes include a reinterpretation of the arches seen in the brand's Rome headquarter building,
satin brass accents, colored marble and fur elements.

Included in the decor are arched changing screens in blue, wood-paneled vanities, a mustard-yellow velvet sofa
and armchairs in mint green.

The furniture seen in the space was custom designed by Ms. Celestino.
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I'm proud to announce my collaboration with @Fendi for @DesignMiami project #TheHappyRoom ? out now
@Wallpapermag december issue/ words @jjmart inmilan / photo @albertozanett i77 /// thanks to @mcdidero
#mariacrist inadidero /// @martinagamboni \\\ #Fendi #fendifur #design #designmiami #crist inacelest ino
#happyroom #wallpaper #wallpapermag #colours #handmade #madeinitaly #instacolours #Att ico

A photo posted by Crist ina Celest ino (@crist inacelest ino) on Nov 14, 2016 at 11:16pm PST

While not confirmed, reports suggest that eventually Fendi will extend the Happy Room design aesthetic to its global
network of boutiques.

Selecting Design Miami for the debut of Fendi's Happy Room is a continuation of its  partnership with the design fair.
Since 2008, Fendi has worked on collaborative projects with architects and designers that have been displayed to
coincide with the event.

Last year, Fendi increased its foothold in Miami's Design District with the opening of a concept store.

For the 10 years prior the brand operated a Fendi Casa showroom in the Miami neighborhood known for its artistic
connections and growing luxury presence. Fendi's concept store in the Design District was designed in
collaboration with architect Johanna Grawunder and draws parallels from art and design (see story).
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